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Copying an object or value in
Javascript Let's say that I have a
JSON object with many different
fields that I need to copy to another
object. What's the fastest/cleanest
way of doing this? I was thinking
about using JSON.parse(JSON.strin
gify(myObject));, but I'm not sure if
this is the "right" way to go about it.
I'm fairly new to Javascript, so I
apologize if this isn't quite the right
question. A: If you want to preserve
the property names and structure of
the original, do this: var newObj =
{}; for(var property in originalObj)
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{ newObj[property] =
originalObj[property]; } If you want
to preserve the property names but
copy the objects themselves, you
should just be able to use copy: var
newObj = {}; for(var property in
originalObj) { newObj[property] =
originalObj[property].copy(); } This
will copy every single property of
the object - if you only need to copy
a small number of properties, you
can probably clean this up a bit by
making an object of objects: var
newObj = {}; for(var property in
originalObj) { newObj[property] =
{}; for(var prop in
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originalObj[property]) {
newObj[property][prop] =
originalObj[property][prop]; } } Q:
Finding a formula for a cut of the
hypercube Let $Q_n$ denote the cut
formed by an orthogonal projection
of the unit hypercube $[0,1]^n$ to
the hyperplane $x_1 + x_2 + \cdots
+ x_n 570a42141b
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